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Keeneland Race Course: Spring Meet 2017 
First Day: Friday, April 7 
Post Time: 1:05 P.M. Eastern 
 
RACE ONE 
The connections of MUGROSITO are capable of unveiling juvenile stock that 
pop on debut at double-digit odds in the spring at Keeneland and Churchill 
Downs, and this gray hopefully fits that profile. Gelded son of Haynesfield 
has been training forwardly over the traditionally deep going at 
Lexington’s Thoroughbred Center, and trainer Marco Castaneda’s outfit is 
off to an excellent start in 2017, winning 22 percent of its starts. He’s 10-1 
on the morning line and is a viable price alternative to the obligatory 
Wesley Ward chalk in Keeneland’s baby races; live longshot. FAIRYLAND 
looks like the stronger half of the Wesley Ward/Scat Daddy filly entry, as 
this chestnut miss fetched $375K as a yearling for an outfit that excels 
with two-year-olds making their career debut. The outside post draw isn’t 
detrimental coming out on the chute, and juvenile fillies taking on colts 
this early in the year isn’t that big of a deal. She’ll break running; major 
player. KITTY KAT KATE, the other half of the uncoupled Ward entry, is a 
$140K Scat Daddy filly that posted a sharp three-panel gate work upon 
arrival at Keeneland from South Florida last month, and she attracts the 
services of Jose Ortiz, Jr. She will be well schooled for her career debut; 
contender. The chestnut filly WAKI PATRIOT sports three consecutive gate 
works for trainer John Hancock, whose outfit specializes in juvenile stock 
and is hitting at a 21 percent strike rate to date in 2017. Like the fact that 
Corey Lanerie, who is coming off a solid Gulfstream Park meet, is named 
for the debut run; worth a look in the paddock and post parade. 
 
SELECTIONS: 5-10-8-9 
 
 
RACE TWO 
The veteran campaigner RHODIUM, who tends to break running, is the 
controlling speed in this compact field and has won two of her past three 
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starts facing $7,500 starter types in Hot Springs. Flashy Bull mare was the 
beaten favorite in Lexington last fall by fellow entrant BLONDE IN THE 
CITY, however she bobbled at the start, set a quick, pressured pace only to 
tire the last eighth of a mile. She should get away with softer splits in this 
affair; she has won 50 percent of her starts lifetime at this six-and-a-half 
furlong trip and is a neck shy of winning four of her past five starts; choice, 
gate-to-wire. ANNOY will make her first start off the claim for a new outfit 
in this spot, and she is one of two entrants in the field that has a prior win 
at Keeneland (BLONDE IN THE CITY is the other). Bay mare won for fun 
when she was dropped into the conditioned claiming ranks for a nickel at 
Fair Grounds, however her last three wins have come against lesser stock 
and she retained flat form while descending in class in her last three starts 
of 2016. She has won two-of-three outings lifetime going six and a half 
furlongs on dirt, and she has a license to improve making her second start 
off the shelf. This isn’t the toughest starter allowance field ever assembled 
at Keeneland; threat. BLONDE IN THE CITY has never been worse than 
second over the local strip and beat the top choice on the square in 
Lexington last fall at 11-1 odds. City Zip filly got a dream trip in that heat, 
and her form has ben spotty this winter in Ohio and Pennsylvania, 
however she gets reunited with jockey Declan Canon in this spot and is a 
perfect two-for-two lifetime on the main track at this six and a half furlong 
trip; contender. COLOR ME BLUSH ascends in class out of the conditioned 
claiming ranks, but the daughter of Flatter has run well going six and a 
half furlongs in this past and is undefeated over “sloppy” or “muddy” 
racetracks. Trainer Alejandro Gonzalez has made the most of limited 
starters in 2017, hitting at a 24 percent strike rate. Worth a look if it rains, 
tab for a minor award over a “fast” racetrack. 
 
SELECTIONS: 2-3-1-5 
 
 
RACE THREE 
The lightly-raced colt DECEMBER SEVEN returns to the allowance ranks 
in this spot after a lackluster effort as the tepid favorite in the Mineshaft 
Handicap (G3), where he was well-beaten by Honorable Duty, who came 
out of that race to win the New Orleans Handicap (G2) by a neck at 8-1 
odds. Son of Street Sense may have needed that race off a near two-month 
layoff, and he has won his past two starts in the allowance ranks by a 
combined total of seven and a quarter lengths. I like the slight turn back to 
this mile trip, and he will be tighter in this spot making his second start off 
the sidelines; major player. The well-bred MONEY FLOWS (by Malibu Moon 
out of a Lord At War (Arg) mare) has never missed the trifecta from nine 
prior starts, and he was only beaten a neck for all the money when last 
seen in Lexington despite his rider dropping his stick in the stretch drive. 
Bay gelding cleared the “three other than” allowance condition two starts 
back at Fair Grounds and is offered for a $80K price tag to be eligible for 
this spot. He’s another who faltered against stakes company in his last 
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start off the shelf and will be tighter this time around, he likes eight 
furlongs on dirt and gets a positive rider switch to Joel Rosario; lots to like. 
CREWMAN is the lone five-time winner in this field, and the bay gelding 
has been first or second in five of his past six starts for the Chicago-based 
Dee Poulos outfit. Four of his five wins lifetime have been on a synthetic 
surface, however he was a good second to eventual stakes winner Yockey’s 
Warrior (8-1 on the morning line for Saturday’s Grade 3 Commonwealth 
Stakes) when he was last seen in Lexington. His form improved when he 
made a turf-to-dirt surface change last fall, and when he sports the front 
bandage/blinker combination. His 12-1 morning line odds only add to his 
appeal; cannot eliminate with confidence. The late running RATED R 
SUPERSTAR sports solid form against allowance company, and he figures 
to be a bit more in touch with the early pace stretching out around two 
turns. The wide post draw shouldn’t be too much of a factor with the short 
run to the clubhouse turn, as this is a compact field; comes running for a 
minor award with a top effort.  
 
SELECTIONS: 5-1-2-6  
 
 
RACE FOUR 
SUMMER O FIFTYFOUR didn’t embarrass himself when stepping up to 
maiden allowance company in his most start stretching out in distance off 
a near two-month layoff, as he was beaten seven lengths and change for all 
the money despite breaking inward at the start. Gray colt doesn’t figure to 
be too far off the early speed stretching out around two turns for the first 
time, and this is a race devoid of front-running types. He has a license to 
move forward in the second start of his current form cycle and lurks back 
into the maiden claiming ranks; improvement expected. ROUSTABOUT has 
an affinity for place money, however he was only beaten a neck the last 
time he was entered for a tag and has finished in the money the past four 
times jockey Miguel Mena has been in the boot. Is arguably a better horse 
on the grass, however he has never missed the trifecta from two previous 
starts on the main track at this mile-and-a-sixteenth trip; contender. 
BARRY’S SWING has never been off the board on dirt, but has been denied 
in his past two starts at very low odds in South Florida. He figures to be 
forwardly placed in this paceless heat stretching out around two turns for 
the first time on dirt, and jockey Jose Ortiz stays put for the high-
percentage Mike Maker outfit; threat. WISSAM beat one horse and was 
drilled by 23 and a quarter lengths in his career debut, however he didn’t 
get a clean trip and the winner of that heat, stablemate Patch, came back to 
be beaten a length and change in the Louisiana Derby (G2) on April Fool’s 
Day. Bay son of Tiznow will make his first start for a tag in this spot, but 
will garner attention at the windows due to his high-profile connections; 
more interested as the price increases. 
 
SELECTIONS: 2-1-8-5 
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RACE FIVE 
I’m drawing a line through DELUSIONAL K K’s last start, where the 
chestnut mare was bumped hard at the start and lost all chance hooking a 
likely tougher Louisiana-bred $20K optional claiming, second-tier 
allowance heat in New Orleans at 3-1 odds. Daughter of Kodiak Kowboy 
has never been worse than second in Lexington, is eligible for 
improvement making her third start off a layoff and has finished in the 
money in 12-of-14 starts lifetime at this six-furlong trip on dirt; rates top 
billing. LOVETHISLIFE bested a likely tougher group of open $10K 
claiming types at Tampa Bay Downs when last seen at this class level, and 
she drops in class while returning to a distance at which she has three of 
her four lifetime wins in this heat. Chestnut Holy Bull mare figures to get a 
good trip stalking the pace and has a license to improve making the third 
start of her current form cycle; contender. PRINCESS DINAH is a little 
cheap with three of her past four wins coming against lesser adversaries 
for a nickel at Mountaineer, but she will run on any surface and it’s hard to 
knock her consistency as she has finished in the money in 25-of-44 starts 
lifetime. Six-year-old won her past two dirt races and will make her first 
start off the claim for an outfit that is hitting at a 33 percent win clip thus 
far in 2017; Polytrack-to-dirt angle has some appeal. I’M 
EXTRAORDINARY is better on a synthetic surface and creeps up in class in 
this spot, however she does own a dirt win against open $15K types in Ohio 
and has won two-of-six starts lifetime on dirt going three-quarters of a 
mile. Daughter of Rock Hard Ten figures to be forwardly placed from the 
opening bell under jockey Jack Gilligan; hangs on for part with a top effort.  
 
SELECTIONS: 7-9-6-5 
 
 
RACE SIX 
The bay filly JOUST’s lone career win came over the unconventional turf 
setup at Kentucky Downs, however the well-bred War Front filly (she’s out 
of a Kingmambo mare) returns to the allowance ranks in this spot after 
making all the pace and tiring in last fall’s Miss Grillo (G3T) at Belmont, a 
race won by eventual Breeder’s Cup Juvenile Filly Turf (G1T) victress New 
Money Honey. Evans homebred tossed her head at the start and hooked a 
live bunch of maidens when third in her career debut, and she had to check 
in deep stretch in her last start. I like that she comes into this heat fresh 
for a traditionally high-percentage turf outfit, and that she gets Lasix for 
the first time; looms large with a clean break and trip. TAP OF WAR was 
overmatched at nearly 40-1 in the Honeybee Stakes (G3) in her last race, 
and she broke her maiden at 30 cents on the dollar going five and a half 
furlongs on dirt in Iowa. On the positive side, she was unprepared for the 
start and walked out of the gate in her most recent outing and had to 
steady at the three-quarter pole while hooking an honest rival in Someday 
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Soon two starts back in Hot Springs. Furthermore, she’s a $270,000 
daughter of War Front out of a Tapit mare that will relish the stretch out to 
nine furlongs and, especially, the surface change to turf. She can get the 
Kelly Von Hemel barn off the schneid at a big price; live longshot, don’t 
ignore. LIPSTICK CITY ran twice to be fourth after having to steady in 
upper stretch hooking a deep entry-level allowance field at Gulfstream on 
New Year’s Day in her last race as the winner, Fifty Five, came back to win 
the Florida Oaks (G3T) over a competitive field at Tampa Bay Downs on 
March 1. City Zip filly had a rough trip in her only previous start at 
Keeneland, though her lone win to date was in a one-turn mile heat at 
Belmont and her pedigree doesn’t scream long on the weeds. It’s hard to 
ignore anything trainer Chad Brown leads over going long on turf, 
however; can’t dismiss with confidence. GRATEFUL is three-deep on the 
also-eligible list, but the daughter of Hard Spun has yet to put forth a poor 
effort to date and will be the lone entrant in the field with a nine furlong 
win on turf to her credit if she draws into the race. She overcame an 
awkward start and a wide trip to break her maiden off a layoff, and she just 
missed place money in her first start against winners in South Florida; 
contends if she goes postward. 
 
SELECTIONS: 2-6-10-15(also-eligible) 
 
RACE SEVEN 
TIGER EYES ran huge out of the box in her career debut facing maiden 
allowance company at Fair Grounds, where she rallied from off the pace to 
be beaten a half-length for all the money going three-quarters of a mile. 
Chestnut filly acts as if she will like the extra eighth of a mile in this spot 
and will be tighter making her second career start; choice. PAULINE 
REVERE was green and didn’t show much in her career debut, however 
trainer Ian Wilkes likes to race his charges into shape, and this well-bred 
Distorted Humor filly hooked a runner in Salty in the debut effort, as that 
rival came out of that race to win the Gulfstream Park Oaks (G2) by open 
lengths on April 1; improvement is expected in her second career start. 
TRUE BOOTS sports solid form over “fast” surfaces on the main track, and 
she figures to get a decent mid-pack, stalking trip stretching out to a seven-
furlong trip in this affair. She has finished with interest in her past two 
starts, should relish the extra furlong and is 5-1 on the morning line; 
threat. The bay Uncle Mo filly TWEETING walked out of the gate but was 
rolling late in her career debut in New Orleans, where she just missed 
second by three-parts of a length and hooked a next-out winner while 
facing maiden allowance types in a heat that went in 1:10 4/5. Glen Hill 
homebred will likely move forward off that effort if she draws into this 
race; major player if she runs. 
 
SELECTIONS: 6-7-11-13(also-eligible) 
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RACE EIGHT 
Normally, I’m not crazy about backing maiden grads trying winners for the 
first time, but the lightly raced MUTARAAMY looks to have this non-
descript entry-level allowance field over the proverbial barrel. $500K son 
of Tapit hooked eventual graded stakes winner Unified (7-5 morning line 
favorite for the April 8 Carter Handicap (G1) at Aqueduct) in his career 
debut and faced a “live” maiden allowance field when he was last seen in 
Lexington before toying with a small field at Gulfstream to graduate in his 
third career start by open lengths at 20 cents on the dollar. Jockey Luis 
Saez is booting home winners at a 20 percent clip in 2017; formidable at 
low odds. The consistent LOOKIN FOR A KISS has finished in the money in 
five-of-eight starts lifetime and has never missed the exacta outside of 
graded stakes company. Chestnut colt has finished in the money in all 
three of his starts to date in 2017 facing honest entry-level allowance 
company at Gulfstream, and he will appreciate turning back to a distance a 
which he’s a neck shy of being a perfect two-for-two lifetime; contender. 
The late-running FORGE AHEAD FRANKI has a penchant for minor awards 
having finished second or third in seven of his past nine starts, however he 
has a license to move forward in his second race off a layoff, and trainer 
Wayne Catalano puts the blinkers back on for this start. Gelded son of Mass 
Media has never missed the trifecta in Lexington and has finished in the 
money in 13-of-23 starts lifetime; useful in exotic wagers. FAVORITE 
COACH had a big year in 2016 after going zero-for-10 the year before, as 
the McMakin homebred won five-of-nine starts including three races at 
Keeneland. Stephen Got Even gelding bested open $16K claiming types off 
a layoff last fall in Lexington and while he’s a little cheap for this crew, he’s 
the “horse for the course” in the race and is 15-1 on the morning line; has 
the looks of an overlay. 
 
SELECTIONS: 3-8-2-6 
 
RACE NINE—The Transylvania Stakes Presented By Keeneland Select 
(G3T) 
The ridgling OSCAR PERFORMANCE is the deserved 9-5 morning line 
favorite in a competitive renewal of the mile and a sixteenth Transylvania 
Stakes (G3T), as the son of Kitten’s Joy is the lone grade one winner in the 
field and is the controlling speed, two facts that will make him double-
tough to reel in over Keeneland’s turf course, which tends to favor front-
running types historically. Homebred proved he could rate a bit in the 
Breeder’s Cup Juvenile Turf (G1T) score but he won’t have to in this spot 
as, he figures to get a clear, early lead, set a moderate pace and kick clear 
in the drive. Talented bay was a length off :22 1/5, :45 4/5 splits in his last 
start and won clear and the fractions don’t figure to be nearly that quick in 
this spot. He can handle “firm” and “yielding” terrain; looks like he’s gone 
at short price, gate-to-wire. TICONDEROGA was no match for the top choice 
in the Breeder’s Cup, however he had to break from the parking lot (as did 
OSCAR PERFORMANCE) and finished well to be fourth, beaten four lengths 
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and change for all the money while being six-wide at the quarter pole. Well-
bred bay son of Tapit and the multiple grade one winning turf mare 
Keertana finished with aplomb to annex his first turf stakes in the Palm 
Beach Stakes (G3T) in his most recent start, beating the stakes winner 
Kitten’s Cat by a decisive length. He owns a money finish over Keeneland’s 
turf course, is an improving colt with plenty of upside and will come 
running in the stretch drive; major player. PROFITEER has retained sharp 
form while moving up in class and is coming off a game effort in a $75K 
stakes at Tampa Bay Downs, where he overcame a eventful start and split 
fellow entrants SONIC BOOM and HOLIDAY STONE as the lukewarm 
favorite. Janney homebred figured to need that start in Oldsmar coming off 
an extended layoff, and he has room to move forward making his second 
start off the shelf. War Front colt has never run a bad race and will get a 
ground-saving trip on the hedge from his inside post draw; contender. 
SONIC BOOM has never put forth a poor effort to date in his career and he’s 
coming off a game effort in the Columbia Stakes at Tampa Bay Downs, 
where he bested two rivals that he faces again in this affair. It’s 
encouraging that Julien Leparoux stays aboard, and his mount is eligible 
for improvement making the third start of his current form cycle. More 
Than Ready colt should get a good trip stalking the pace; threat.   
 
SELECTIONS: 4-5-1-6 
 
RACE TEN 
OKBYECYA’s best effort of her career to date was in Lexington last fall, 
where she stalked the pace and drew off to beat a field of $30K maiden 
claiming types as the tepid chalk by five lengths and change. Daughter of 
Into Mischief has hooked next-out winners in two of her past three starts 
and drops in class into the conditioned claiming ranks off her past four 
races hooking tougher stock in Louisville and Hot Springs; choice. MISS 
COCO didn’t care for the synthetic going in her most recent race and 
figured to need the effort off an extended layoff. Fortune Racing homebred 
ran well against $30K maiden claiming and conditioned claiming 
adversaries at Churchill Downs last fall and has finished in the money in 
fifty percent of her starts lifetime since entering the Phil Sims outfit; 
tighter this time. The Pennsylvania-bred SOSO sports a beautiful 
throwback pedigree (by Petionville out of a Montbrook mare) and has 
never missed the exacta from two prior starts. Chestnut filly broke her 
maiden on Polytrack, but she was an honest second after pressing an 
honest opening quarter mile in her career debut on dirt at Parx. She’s 15-1 
on the morning line and trainer Robert Donato has made the most from 
limited starters in 2017, winning at a 33 percent clip. She’s capable of 
firing fresh; threat at a price. The also-eligible COLD HEARTED PEARL will 
take an eye-catching class drop out of a $100K stakes at Laurel into this 
$20K “non-winners of two lifetime” affair should she draw into this race, 
and the three-year-old daughter of Parading gave a good account of herself 
vs. entry-level allowance types on Polytrack two starts back and was 
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second vs. $30K conditioned claiming types in Louisville three starts back. 
She hasn’t been seen at the races since New Year’s Eve but is capable of a 
big effort off the sidelines. The class drop makes her a contender if she goes 
postward. 
 
SELECTIONS: 1-9-5-13(also-eligible) 
 
       
 


